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REPORT No. 354
AIRCRAFT WOODS: THEIR PROPERTIES, SELECTION, ANI) CHARACTERISTICS —
By L. J. MAEKWAEDT I
SU3131~RY
Wood has been one of the pioneer materials in air-
craft conidruction. It8 salient qualdies-a high ratio
of 8trength to weight; lightne88, affording read@ the
size of member required to reeid twisting and lateral
buckling; ease of trianufacture;facility of repair u<th-
out specialized equipment and without highly 8killed
&or; and adaptability to emalkale productiOn—
hare always permitted it to ~erre useftiy. Although
a kck of uniformity in the quality of wood ie perhap~ the
most important factor now militating again8t its con-
tinued u8e in preserdday guuritily production, the
existing detailed knowledge of the propertie8 and the
cauee8 of rariaiion in them, determined at the Forest
%oduct8 Zuboratory and eubmitted to the National
Adrisoqj Commiltee for Aeranautica for publication,
makes ii poseible to selectaircraft materialwith a.seurance
and place8 deeign on a re.hble basis.
Strength ralue8 of rariou.s woode for aircraft design
for a 16 per cent moisture condition of material and a
$ee.cond duration of 8tre88are presenled, and also a
diecu88ionof the rariouefactor8 afecting the dues. Tle
toughnewted method of gelecting wood is d&us8ed, and
a table of acceptance due8 for 8ez’erd 8pecie8i8 gken.
l%% report presents,further, information on the prop-
erties of rariou8 other natire 8pecie8 of wood compared
with spruce, and diecu88e8the characteri8iic8of a con-
siderable number of themfrom the 8tandpoint of their
po88ibleapplication i; aircraft manufacture @ 8upple-
ment the wood~ that are now most commonly used,
INTRODUCTION
Engineering structures are commody designed with
the me of safe working stresses. The method is
Simple$ makes for safety, and gives satisfactory
results when the members are subject to simple
tension, compression, or bending. ‘iWth aircraft, on
the other hand, the elements of torsion, compression,
and bending are often combined in the same member.
1Seder IhKI.IIeer,Forest Products IAbomtory, Forest &rifq U. S. Depdmmt
of A@nlture. Mdntdned at Mdeorq Wh., h wpmutfon * the Unkadty
of wlx@DSIn.
This makes it desirabIe to design on ultimate stresses
since in combined Ioading the stress is not proportioned
to the loacL
Briefly, the usual procedure in aircraft design is
fit to deterroine the load for horizontal @ght con-
ditions, and then to estimate the maximum probable
load in terms of the load for horizontal flight conditions.
A factor of safety (usually 2 in the United States) is
then appIied to the maximum probabIe load, thus
arriving at the design load. For exampIe, if five times
the Ioad for horkontaI %igM conditions were decided
on as the maximum probable load, and H the factor of
safety is 2, the load factor would be 10. The designer
keeps the stresses for the maximum probable load
tithin the eIastic Iimit of the material. Hence the
factor of safety provides some rexme strength to take
care of occasiomd owrstxes-sing, slight fluctuations in
the quality of the material and workmanship, and error
in the estimate of loads.
STRENGTHVALUESFOR MRCRAFTDESIGN
‘l?able 1 presenta strength data on various woods for
use in aircraft design. The valuea are based on a
moisture content of 15 per cmt and a duration of stress
of three seconds. The minimum acceptable and the
average specific gravities are included, as well as the
weight per cubic foot of matdd at 15 per cent mois-
ture content. These design values have been adopted
by the United States &my Air service, the Bureau of
Aeronautics of the United States Navy Department,
and the United States Department of Commerce. The
stress values listed apply only ta materhd that meets
the mMnmm requirements for speci6c gravity and the
limitation of defects; these requirement vrU be set
forth Iatar.
The des&n vahes of Table I, for native specks, are
a result of a comprehensive series of standard t&a
made at the Forest Products Laboratory; so far 164
native species have been included. The identification
of species, the method of samphg, and the testing
methods followed very closely the standard procedure
of the American Standards Association and the Ameri-
can Society for Testing MateriaIs. CReferenca%I and 8.)
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OTHER PROPERTIESNEEDEDIN AIRCRAFTDESIGN
Not all of the data obtained from standard trots on
each specks are of importance in aircraft design, so
that only the pertinent res@ts of the work of the
Forest Pfoducts L&%oratory have been included in
Table I. On thO other hand, data are lacking on
certain properties that might otherwise be expected
in the table. A brief discussion of the omitted proper-
ties folIows:
TENSILE STRESS
In general, the tensile strength of wood along the
grain is little needed in the design of wood parts and,
consequently, very little information on this property
is available, Furthermore, experience has demon-
strated that it is &fEcuIt, if not impmsibkj to get
reliable data on tension along the grain. The ksts
that have been made show that tho tensile strength,
when not affected by other factom, considerably
exceeds the modulus of rupture. Eknco, the values
for modulus of rupture may safely be used when ten-
sion parallel to grain figures are necessary.
TORS1ONAL PROPERTIES
The torsional strength of wood has been studied but
Jittle, excepting Sitka spruce. The avaiIable rcsuh,
however, indicate that, in designing for shearing
stress at maximum torsional load, values one-third
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greaterthan the figures of Table I for shearing strength these factors on the properties and the methods of
paraUeIto grain, which apply to horizontal shear in adjustment employed.
..—
beams, may be used. For example, 1,000 pounds per ,
—.-
square inch may be used as the torsional shearing !
MOISTURE CONTEXT
.—
stress for spruce instead of the 750 pounds per square The t.able of stress values is based on a M per cent
inch given in the table under the cohmm heading , moisture-content condition of the wood. This value ._._ .
!’Shemin.g strength paraIIelto grain.” For a 3-secand ~ was selected as the redt of a survey by Heim and
duration of stress, the fiber stress at ehstic limit in ~ Hankinson of actual service conditions in various parts —-
torsion may be taken for any species as
two-thirds of the shearing stress at maxi-
mum torsional load.
The mean modulus of rigidity of spruce
is eqmd to the modulus of elasticity along
the grain divided by 15.51or 34,000 pounds
per square -inch. The ratios between these
two mochdi have not been detitely ob-
tained for other species, but scattered tests
show a range of values between 14 and
18. Until more dtite information is
available, the Forest Products Laboratory
recommends that a ratio slightly higher
than that for spruce be used for other
species. A ratio of 17 appears consecra-
tive for the purpose.
FORM FACTORS
‘17hedata obtained in test for a given
beam section are not strictly applicable to
another size or form. When it becomes
necessaryto apply thede&gn vahes of Table
1, which are based on standard specimens 2
by 2 inches in cross section, to oddl~shaped
sections such as the I and box types, a cor-
rectionfactoror” form factor” must be used.
Thk form factor maybe as Iow as 0.5 for
some extreme sections in I and box beams,
whereas it is greater than unity in some
cases, asevidenced by the fact that a square
on edge and a circular section carry the
same load in bending as a square of equaI
area tested in the USUSIflatwise position.
Studies at the Forest Products Laboratory
have led to the development of formuIas for
determining form factors of sedions of va-
rious shapes. Detailed information con-
cerning form factors may be found in
National Advisory Committee for Aero-
fsooo
I@@
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FIcms I.—The rslstion between mechadcd prorxmtfesand the rnotsture content of smaII, cl-
nautics Reports Nos. 180 and 181. (References 5
and 6.)
ADJWSTM12NTOF TABLEI VALUES t
The strength figures for design in Table I are not
recorded average vahes from test, but have been
adjusted for various factors to make them applicable ‘
to the conditions of aircraft use. The foIIowing
discussion will bring out more clearly the effect of
-em ofSttkssvmc@
of the country. In this survey the low& average
moisture content observed was 9.8 per cent for materkd
at San Antonio, ‘Ik., and the highest was 15.3 per
cent for specimens in Seattle, Wash. The general
average for all stationa and species was about 12 per
cent. Individual specimens, of course, showed values
.—
higher than these averages, and stiIIhigher values are ...—
probable for extreme conditions. Lcmgdist ante
fliihts bring aircraft into contact with a wide range
.—
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.
of moisture and relative humidity conditions, varying
from those of dry interiors to those of the humid coast
regions, and year-round service often causes the same
result. In fixing the moisture content on which to
base the values for de&n, most consideration must be
given the higher moisture conditions that may be
encountered; in consequence, 15 per cent was adopted
as standard for general use.
The strength of clear wood in the emalI sizes and
cross-sectional shapes common in aircraft is greatly
cavities is the fit ta move out to the surface, where
thq air carries it away. The fiber-saturation point is
that point at which all the free water has left tho cdl
cavities of the wood whiIe the cdl waIIs are still satu-
rated with moisture. The fiber-saturation point varies
with the species. For most species tha moisturo con-
tent at fiber saturation is from !9 to 30 per cent of the.
weight of the dry wood.)
Wood is a hydroscopic materirtl,continually giving
off or taking on moisture in accordance with tho prc-
60
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MODULUSOf RUPTURE (POUNDSPER SQUARE INCH)
EIQCRE 2.—The vrnlabllfty in the modulusof mptnre of greenSftka spruceasshownby 1,37S@sts. All asroulmennwere cknr, but in selwtlng thornno attontlon WM
@d h epemfffogravfty or b pdfon fn the tree
affected by its moisture condition. Figure 1 repre-
sents the relation between strength and moisture con-
tent of Sitka spruce for four different properties.
When green or unseasoned wood loses moisture,
with most species there is no Shrinkage or change in
strength properties until the fiber-saturation point is
reached. As the drying proceeds below. this point the
reduction in moisture causesa stiffening and a strength-
ening of the celI waIIs; the compacting of wood sub-
stance into a snder volume as a result of shrinkage
is another, although a less important, factor in the
increaw’ in strength. (Fig. 1.) (Green wood or wood
that has had prolonged sgaking usuaUy contains
absorbed water within the cell walls and free water in
the cell cavities. In drying, the free water in the cell
vailing relative humidity and temperature conditims
to which it is exposed. Such moisturo changes, of
course, may be redueed by applying protective cont-
ings to the finished parts, but in timo some moisturo
changes can be sxpeckd &fter manufacture, oven
with coated wood. If dry wood reabsorbs moisture, “
ite strength is lowered by about the same amount that
the strength is jncreased with a similar reduction in
moisture content,
It is evident, therefore, that the moisture content of
wood is an important factor in the strength of aircrnft
members, and hence in design. By means of relations
derived from F@me 1, Tablo I, and shnilar data, it
is possible to estima~ closely the strength at any
moisture condition of the material.
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VARIABILITY
The variability in the strength of cleaz, sound,
straight-grained wood may be attributed primarily to
dMerences in its specific grawity, since in any speeies
there is a fairIy close correlation between specific
gravity and the different mechanical properties. For
wood, frequency curves of mechanical properties are
ccrnmonIy skewed, more values falling below the
average than above it. Such skewness results pri-
msriIy because most properties increase more rapidIy
than the specilic gravity, but is accentuated somewhat
by a alight skewness in the spe&c grmit+y curves
themselves. (Fig. 2 and Table II.)
It was thought best in arriving at design values to
reduce the average fiber stress at elastic Emit and
the modulus of rupture in static bending, and the
average fiber stress at elastic limit and the maximum
crushing strength in compression parsllel to the grain
by 6 per cent. The moduhs of elasticity, being
somewhat more mriable than modulus of rupture
and rnasimum crushing strength, was reduced by 8
per cent. The reason for these reductions is to put the
values for wood on the mme basis of reliability as tho~e
for other materiaIs. It so happens that tho 6 per
cent reduction in moduhs of rupture makes the design
value correspond closdy to the mode of the frequency
curve, as may be seen in F-e 2. Shearing strength
parallel to grain was reduced 25 per cent because of
variability in strength and in order that failure by
shear may be Iess probable than that. from other
causes. For the other properties of Table I the
average test values were used, except compression
perpendicular to grain.
A frequency distribution of the spedlc gratit.y
(for the weight when the wood is oven dry and the
vohne when it is green) of Sitka spruce, together
with a bar diagram and a normaI frequency curve are
shown in Table H. The crdcrdatedprobable variation
in specific gravity of W.ka spruce, assuming a normaI
frequency distribution, is 7.5 per cent.
DURA~ON OF STRESS
The length of time a load is alIowed to remain on a
wooden member is a very important factor in load-
carrying capacity and consequently in tie strwa at
which failure will occur- It is a well-knovm fact that
loads which are carried safely for a few seconds may
cause failure if applied for a long period. It is this
fact that makes it permiasible,in heavy-timber deeign,
to neglect impact resulting from moving loads when
the impact does not exceed the live load producing the
impact.
In the general standard laboratory static bending
test several minutes elapse after the application of the
initial load and before the maximum load is reached,
whereas the masimum stress on a main structural pert
of au airpb.ne, such as that occurring in a sharp pull
out of a dive or other maneuver, is mant.sined for only
a few seconds. In aircraft construction a 3-semnd
duration of stresshas be~ aEsumedfor design purposes
and the vaha obtained from test have been adjusted
for this cwndition in Table I, for the foIlow@ proper-
ties: Fiber stress at elastic limit and modulus of rup-
ture in static bending, fiber stress at eIastic limit and
maximum ernshing strength in compression .paraHeI
to grain, and fiber stress at elastic Iimit in compression
perpendicuhr to grain. The factor used for this adjust-
ment was 1.17.
Curve A of F- 3 shows the relation between fiber
stress at elastic limit in static bending and duration of
atrw whiIe curvwB represents the corresponding rela-
tion for modulus of rupture. The stress valum as
ordinatw are espressed as percentages of the value
(a, 100 per cent) obtained in the standard static bend-
ing test. (Reference 1.) With loads of short dura-
tion the members withstand higher stres than in the
static bending test, and continuously appfied loads
but slightly greater than those required to stress the
material to the elastic limit in the standard static
bending test wilI ultimately cause faihre. These
curves viere used in determining the adjustment factor
of 1.17.
SELECTIONOF MATERIAL
The success with which wood has been employed for
the exac@~ requirements of aircraft use bears testi-
mony to the precision that may be obtained in its
design and manufacture- This succeshd use may be
credited directly to an intimate knowledge of the
factms affecting strength, and to the emp~oyment of
proper selection methods. It is the understshding of
these faotors that makes possible a design precision in
wooden members comparing favorably with the preci-
sion in other materials.
The chief merits of wood for aircraft construction
are a high ratio of strength to weight; an inherent
Iightne= in vieight which, for a given depth of member,
permits considerable width to tiord lateral stability
against bucldhg; the ease with wtich it can be manu-
factured and assembled and, for the same reason, the
ease with which it may be repaired without either
highly skilled labor or special equipment; & relative
oheapness; its ad~ptability to production in sma.H
plants; and the readin~ with which it may be ghmd
and spliced. In addition, the present knowledge of
wood permits sekction so as to obtain both the uni-
formity necessary for quantity production and the
properties that are best for the work in hand.
On the other hand, the principal factors tending to
restrict the use of wood are a not urdimited supply of
the most desirable species; a hygroscopicity that
results in” shrinkhg and swelling and changes in
strength; and a wide difference in properties with dif-
ferent directions of the grain.
The use of the TabIe 1 stresses presupposes that
sdected material will be empIoyed, in order to maintain
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high structural strength with a minimum of weight.
The selection of suitable material involves il.xi.nga
minimum specific gravity requirement, setting a tol-
erance on certain defects, and prohibiting others.
These may be regarded as primary considerations. In
addition, there are a number of factors more or less
directly related to wood procurement, inspection, and
use that are not ordinarily included in a spetication
COMMITTEEFOR AEROliAtJTICS
point of (1) d.inferencesbetwwm spmios, aml (2] ditTcr-
ences between pieces of the Samospecks. ~onskkring
difTerentspecies, the general relation of specific gravity
to strength is illustrated by two widely dlflorcnt woods,
mastic, a dense Florida species, and balsa, a vcuy light ,
central American species, E.ndwke compr&sion tests
on green material gave the results of Tab10 111, which
show that mastic had nine times tha average specific
TABLE ~~.—l?esuits of apem”jc gravity detmnina.!iona on ~,106 eample~ oj Sifka spruce
Specific gravityk~
z
Pieces in group : VARIABILITY DIAGRAM
group limits :------ —-—-- . ..-—-. :
---------------- : :Fraotion of;
Minimum : Maximum : Mumber NUIWE.? OF SPECIMENS IN G@OUP:grand total; ~
------— l. . . . . . . . . G_
1 1
.-—--— l-—
I !--” ~
Per oent
0.220 0.239 1 0.0
l 240 .2cj9 3 ?.260 .279 M &
.2go . 29a 7(3 L
l300
:%
.-80?0
:42; 91
;460
l480
,500
.520
l540
.560
i?
.0
:6%
2
:
0
1
.05
l19
l09
.05
,00
.00
.o~
AverageZ
1 I I 1
.-. –... . . . . . . . . . . . .
proper, but which will be discussedIa.term contributing
information relating to the use of wood in aircraft.
PRIMARY FACTORS IN SELECTING WOOD
SPECIFIC GRAVITY-STRENGTH RELATIONS
Studies at the Forest Products Laboratory have
shown that the specific gravity of wood substance is
nearly the same for all species,-andhas a value of about
1.5, Since the bulk specific gravity of wood is less
than unity for most species, it is evident that a con-
siderable portion of the volume of a piece of wood is
occupied by the various cell catities and pores. For
these reasons, the specific gravity of “oven-dry wood is
an excellent index of the amount of wood substance
present, and henm of the strength properties.
The relation of speciilc gravity to the mechanical
properties of wood may be considered from the stand-
,
gravity of balsa, and was also nine times as high in
crushing strength along the grain. Weight for w-&ght
the endwise crushing strengths of them diverse spccics
are substantially equal,
TABLE 111.-A comparison of the apecijii grav-i(iea and the
strength valuea of two uidely differen t tnoocb in the green condition .
1f/$f$#j@M+ . ‘“Vohmeof TSpeokeofwood $%%=!O: %!hwoodwhen . --men drY
Fi’==dzl+%‘
Some properties increase dircctIy with increase in
specific gravity while others increase moro rapidly.
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Crushing strength parallel to grain and shrinbge are
exampIes of properties that vary directly with the
specific gravity. Modulus of rupture, on the other
hand, varies from one species h another as the 1%
power of the specitlc gravity. Other properties are
related to specific gravity by equations of dill higher
powem; for instance, the exponent of specific gratity
for the variation in hardnew is 2)4. It is etident,
therefore, that small differences in specific gravity
may result in large dillerences in certain strength
properties,
Speciilc gravity affords an index of strength aIso for
ditlerent pieces of the same species, In fact, the
relationship is closer than that between the averages
of dif%rent species. Furthermore, the curve repre-
senting the relationship of pieces within a species is
usually of a slightly higher power than that representing
the average values for dHerent species. (Figs.4 and 5.)
Some species of wood contain relatively huge
amounts of resins, gums, and extractives, which, of
course, add to the weight but do not contribute to the
strength as would a like amount of wood substance.
Furthermorej the dif7erentspecies of wood vary some-
what in the structural arrangement of the fibers. For
thesereasons it is apparent that two species which may
be identicaI in specific gravity may exhibit different
average strength characteristics. This fact is illus-
tmted by the scattering of points in Figure 4. ““Hence
the specific gravity relationship should be taken as a
gencmd trend rather than a perfectly uniform law. A
depmtire from tho generrd curve that applies to most
species usually indicates some exceptional character-
istic of a specias, which may make it particularly
desirable for certain use requirements. (The term
extractivee is used for the compounds that can be
removed from the wood of some species by passing cold
or hot water, aIcohol, or other solvent through it
when it is in the form of sarvdust. lZxtractives may
be reforrecl to in terms of the solvent used, such as
hobwater extractives, for example.)
MINIMUMSPECIFICGRAVITYIZEQUTREMENT
The minim~ strength values that maybe expected
from random stock of any species may be materially
raised by eliminating a relatively small portion of the
material. Tfi is accomplished by - a bum
speci6c gravity requirement (Table I) as one of the
specifications for aircraft wood, thus rejecting light-
weight stocJL The inspection can usually be made
satisfactorily by visual examination, but in certain
cases it may be desirable or even necessary to resort
to actual specfic gravity determinations, Such de-
terminations made from time to time am of valuo to
aircraft inspectors in familiarizing them with the
~elation between appearance and specifm gravity.
While no maximum spcc.fic gravity limitations are
necessa~, it is worthy of note that gmatcr uniformity
of might and strength can be obtained by removing
the exceptionally dense stock.
PERMISSIBLEDEFECTS
CROSSGRAIN.
Cross grain may be regarded as any deviation of the
grain from parallelism with the axis of a piece. It may
be classtied as diagonal or spiral, or a combination of
both. Diagonal grain is that producod when the saw
cut is not parallel ta the bark; spiral grain rostdtefrom
a spiral arrangement of the fibers in the tree. DiagonaI
and spiral grain can be avoided to a largo exhnt by
care in sawing, provided the logs are straight and not
badly spiraled. Diagonal grain is largely avoidcil by
sawing parallel to the bark, while spiral grnin may be
avoided by edging plain-sawed boards parallol tu [he
grain. Such edging is somowhat difhult, sinco the
diraction of the spiral grain can not aIways bo rcatiily
detected. The effect of diagonal and of spiral grain of
a given slope is the same, so that no distinction is
necessary except in regard to cause and method of
detection.
In order to correlate cross grain with tho strength
properties of the timber, it is nocossary to Lavo some
method of measurement. This is furnished by the
singlebetween the direc~ion of the fibers and the edge
or axis of a piece. The angle is usually express-cdas a
slope; for instance 1 in 15, or 1 to 15, means that in a
distance of 15inches the grain deviates 1 inch from tho
edge gf the piece.
A seriesof testsmade at the I?orcst Products Labora-
tory on Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and commercial
white ash has shown that thc several strcngth propor-
tiee differ in the degree to which they aro affected by
cross grain and that for properties materially aflectud
the tqdency of values to faHoff occurs with even slight
deviations. (Reference 11.) Table IV presents somo
of the remdtsof these ksta, the values representing tho
average percentage deficiency for various slopes of
cross-grained material when it is free from checks and
other defects, in terms of str@h&grtiincd stock,
mea 6 and 7 present the results for white tishin
curve form.
The weakening effect of cross grain results from tlm
tide dfierence in properties of wood along and across
the grain. Cross grain is accompanied by m increased
variability of the properties.
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In bending, the weakening effeettbecomes significant
at R slope of about 1 in 20 and increaeca rapidly with
immeasein elope. In general, a slopo of grain greater
than 1 in 20 should not be permitted in a main struc-
turedaircraft member. In parts where failure in serv-
ice would have no effect on the structure as a whole,
a sfope of 1 in 15 is allowable.
DEFEHS CAUSING CROSS GRAIN AND LIMITED
THEREBY,
@~addition to cross grain itself thero are a number. ..
of diifects that am limited in specificatio~” @ncipallY
beiause of the discontinuity of grain and the cross
grt+n that they cause, These defects are knots, pitch
pockets, wavy grain, curly grain, interlocked grain, and
ind@ed rings.
KYKIts.-A knot is a portion of a branch thtit has
become ,incorporated in the body of a tree. Sound
knots are invmiably denser than the. adjacent wood.
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Knots one-fourth inch in diameter may be permitted length and not to exceed one-eighth inch in width or
near the neutral asis and sIong the middle of the top depth may be aUowed in any part of the section,
and bottom surfaces of main structud members, except the outer quarters of the flanges, provided that
provided they are not closer together than 10 inches they do not cause a slope of grain steeper than 1 in 25
and do not cause a di~ergence of grain at the edges of in the ‘outer quarters of the flanges. No pitch pockets
the member greater than 1 in 20. ‘Where leas aevexe me to be allowed in the outer quart-m of the flanges.
strength requirements permit cross grain having a (3) At points where the computed stress, multiplied _
slope not greater than 1 in 15, knots up to one-half inch by the load factor, does not exceed 70 per cent of the
in &amet& m%y be used provided
they are not closer tugether thtm
20 inches, and do not cause diTff-
gence of the grain at the edges of
the member greater tkum 1 in 15.
Knots in clusters are often accom-
panied by irreguhrgrain and should
not be permitted.
Pi#c7Lpoc~ets.—piitchpockets are
openings in the grain of the rood
that contain more or less pitch or
bark. Tests at the Forest Products
Laboratory A.ow that while the
effect of smaII pitch pockets is
usuaIIy s~~ht, large ones noticeably
affect the strength, particularly
when they are on the compression
fkmge of a beam. AIthough pitch
pockets may be permitted on the
same basis as hots, the method of
measurement will difter. The lim-
itation in both cases takes into
comcideration the cross section of
the beam occupied and the degree
of irregular grain caused. The
presence of pitch pockets in Iarge
members is often indicative of
shakes or [ack of bond between the
rings.
The following suggested general
limitations of pitch pockets in wing
beams of I section (solid or built-
up) are based not only on the t~ts
just referred to but also on many
years’ observation, by members of
the staff of the Forest Products
Laboratory, of the effect of pitch
pockets and various other defects
— .—
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FLGUM &—The eilwt of spfmland ofd@oMIgrsIn on fibef-at elssilclimi~molulus ofmptureand mndubm
Ofektidw In eWhbendfngtsstsofsm~ cleu~mems ofvhit.amh
on strength proper&e and on failures under test.
(Reference 9.)
(1) At points where the computed stress multiplied
by the load factor is equal to the maximum allowable
stress, the beams must be entirely free horn pitch
pockets. (“Load factor” is qhined in the intro-
duction.)
(2) At points where the computed stress multiplied
by the load factur doea not exceed 90 per cent of the
maximum aIIowable stress, pitch pockets 1Z inches in
mtium allowable stress, pitch pockets 2 inches in
length and not to exceed one-fourth inch in width or
depth may be permitted anywhere in the section,
except in the outer quarters of the flanges, pravided
that they do not cause a slope of grain steeper than I
in 20 in the outer quarters of the flanges. No pitch
pockets are to be allowed in the outer quarters of the
flq.~.
(4) At points where the computed stress, multiplied
by the load factor, does not exceed 50 per cent of the
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masimum allowable stress, pitch pockets 1X inches in
length and one-fourth inch in width or depth may occur
in the outer quarters of the flanges and pitch pockets
3 inches in length and one-fourth. inch in width or
depth may occur in any other portion of the section,
provided that they do not ca~e a slope of grain steeper
than 1 in 15 in the outer quarters of the.flanges.
Wavy, curly, and interlocked grain.—Wavy, curly,
and interlocked grfiin are snbject to the same linlita-
tions as other forms of cross grain.
Indented growth ring~.-Indcntcd rings of annual
growth appear as slight local depressions of the rings
cmend sections of pieces of some species. On a tangen-
tial surface they app~ar as longitudinal scars, which
gives rim to the t.ernl“ bear scratches”
that is sometimes fipplicd to them.
Their eflcct is Ices than that of tho
permissible knot and may be ignored
in members of appreciable size,
SHAKES AND CIIECKS.
Both shakes and checks m separa-
tions along tho grain of the wood.
With a shako the grentcr pnrt uf tho
separation occurs lmtmen the rings
of annualgrowth, whereaswith a check
thegrcatarpart of thoscpmution occurs
across the rings of annual growth.
Checks and shakes me more common
in large timbers t.hm in smalI piccxs.
The weakening oficct in rmy cmo is
usually greater than thtit titlributfdde
to the visiblo extrmt of tho opining.
Aircraft material containing shakos
should bo rejected. Aircraft lumhcr
should be relatively frco from rhccks,
and finished aircr~ft parts containing
checks should be rcjectcd.
MINERAL STREAKS.
Ifineral streaks arc localized accu-
mulations of mineral matter somo-
timcs found in wood tindam generally
=ocifitcd with a slighLinjury to tho
living trco, such 8s a bird peck through
the growth layers immc.diatcly under
the bark. Mineral streaks in thmn-
selvm appear not to affect strength,
but me sometimes accompanied by
decay and consequently pioc~scontain-
*
SLOPE OF GI?.4114 ing such streaks should bo impccbxi
FIGURE 7.–The eflmt of wknl and of dhsond @n m the maxfmum h@t of dmP ~ ~@ b~dfu ~ for this clefect.. ~ matcrial COIIl.aiII-
ofsmell,clear8pm!mmeofwhite@
(6) Pitch pockets in the web may not be closer
together than 20 inches; if in the same annual growth
ring they may not be closer together than 40 inches.
In other portions of the section these distances maybe
10 and 20 inches, respectively.
In measuring pitch pockets in a piece the length
is taken as the surface dimension in the direction of the
grain, the width as the surface dimension across the
grain, and the depth as the maximum distance the
pitch pocket extends into the piece.
ing decay is rejected. Sornciimos
mineral streaks are present in sufhient quantities
to be a factor in the dulling”of woodworking tools.
INJUiY RESULTING FROM INSECT ATTACK.
Ir&cts sometimes cause holes in lumber. In esti-
mating the collecton strength thoso holes can IJOcon-
sidered from the standpoint of the amount of material
remoyod. men the holes have resulted from insects.
that attack the green or partially soasonod wood,
their presence is usually detected easily. On tho
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other hand, the presence of pow&r-post beetles, most
of which contlne their attack to dry lnmber, usuaUy
tie sapvmod,, can be detected in stored stock only
through the most cmeful examination; at times cut-
ting into suspected stock is necessary. Hickory, ash,
oak, and black walnut lumber are most subject h such
attack, but other species are not immune. Lom.s
caused by Lyctus beet.b, which are perhaps the most
common powder-post beetles, can be prevented through
proper methods of CIassiflcationand the piling of stock
by kinds; by separating heartwood and sapwood
stock, when possible; by periodical inspection; by
utihzing the older stack &t; and by coating the
lumber to C1OSSthe por&, thus preventing egg depo-
sition. W&m material is under attack, proper heat
treatment in a IciIn at a temperature of 180° F. will
kdl the borers; two to three hours should be suilicient.
(References 4 and 7.) There appears to be littIe
danger of powder-post beetle attack in assembIed
aircraft parts, however, since the finishes applied are
efTectivein preventing entrance.
SEASONING DEFECTS.
Kiln drying, if properly done, can be accompKshed
without injm y to the strength properties of the wood,
tests at the Forest Products Laboratory show. &tefer-
ence 10.) Furthermorej results can be obtained that
fulIy equal those of air drying under the best condi-
tions. On the other hand, fa~orable appearance of
stock alone is not a suitable criterion as to whether
the stock has been injured in the drying process. The
best method of obtaining satisfactorily dried stock
is to use an approved drying schedule, such as
one of those recommended by the Forest Producti
Laboratory.
The seasoning of wood in its simplest terms ccmsists
of driving off the excess moisture always prwent in the
living tree. To acoomplkh this, a moisture difference
must be established between the interior of a piece and
the outer surface from which the atmosphere takea
away the moisture. If the drying is too rapid, too
great a moisture difference wiII exist, and the redting
unequaI shrinkage @ cause stresses that manifest
themselves in checking, honeycombing, casehardening,
or warping. Collapse is another defect that sometimes
occurs in seasoning, e9peciaIIy with certain species,
in spite of care.
Wood that is checked, honeycombed, or collapsed is
not suitable for aircraft construction. That which
is casehardened or warped maybe accepted or rejected
as det=mined by the severity of the defeot and the
use of the stock.
Storage after kiln dr@ng.-Good practice in wood
fabrication invohs the storage of Iumber under cwrer
for a short period aftar it Ieaves the dry IciIns and
before complete manufacture, to permit the reLiefof
internal stresses that may exist, and the further
41680-31+
equalization of moisture content. Such stock should
be bulk piled, and heated storage space is desirable
and may become essential as methods are refined to
meet more meting specifications.
h~A.NUFACWWE.INGDEFEOZS.
Manufacturing defects are only rarely the cause of
rejection of aircraft parts, since strength and not
appearance is the criterion of acceptance. The defects
that 8re most IikeIy to result from manufacture are a
alight raising of the grain and splintering in the machin-
ing process. The spktering that sometinxs occurs
in routing a beam when the shaper Imife finishes out
against the grain should not cause rejection unIess the
splintering extends into the fkqys. Excessive sanding
ta produce a smootldy iinished surface shouId be
avoided. The finish of a wooden aircraft member
need ordy be suf%cient h produce a good surface for
varnishing.
PROHIBITED DEFECTS
DECAY.
All woods, to a greater or 1sssextent, are subject to
stains and decays. The stains not associated with
decay, as a rule, have little tied upon the strength
of wood, whereas decays affect the strength even in
their eaxly stages, and before any appreciable reduction
in specific gravity occurs.
The development of fungi is dependent upon a
relatively high moisture content of the wood, suitable
temperature, an abundant supply of food substances,
and a supply of o~gen, which may be obtained from
the air. Lumber that is kept either dry or entirely
immersed in water wiUnot decay. The most practical
method of preventing decay in aircraft lumber is to
avoid undue hokiing of logs under conditions favorable
to decay, to kiln-dry the hunber ~ediatdy after
sawing, or to &dry it immediately with proper
precautions, and then b keep it dry in proper storage.
Under such conditions wood can be heId indefitdy
without Ioss of strength or other deterioration. Borer
or termite attack, of came, requires its oti pre-
ventive measures.
Both stains and decays are usualIy indicated by
discolorations of the wood, and it is frequently difli-
cuIt to distinguish betvieen them during their early
stages. Furthermore, the conditions that are favor-
able for the growth of stains, as a rule, are sIso favor-
able to the development of wood-d=troying fungi.
For these reasons any discolorations in aircraft wood
should be regarded with suspicion and pieces so dis-
cdored should be csrefully examined.
In exanillin g discoloration, it is necessary to avoid
confusion with some of the natural color variations of
the species. For instance, in Sitka spruce tha hea.rt-
vrood has usuaIIy a light reddish tinge, dightly dis-
tinguishing it from the sapwood. Sonic trees of SMcs
spruce, however, have a monounced reddish or brown-
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ish pink heartwood, which is quite uniform in color
throughout. The color cMference is striking in a snr-
faced board containing both heartwood of this color
and the characteristic white sapwood. This reddish
or brownish pink hsartwood is not discolored by decay
and so can be safely used for aircraft construction.
Decay varies in its effect on different strength prop-
erties. The woo~destroying fungi use certain con-
stituents of the ceLIwa~lsof the wood for food, with the
result that these wails are broken down. In the final
stages of development of the decay little or no strength
remains in the wood. In the early stag= the crushing
strength parallel to the grain is affected but little,
whereas the shock resistance is reduced markedly.
When acceptance is based on specific gravity and
appearance alone, ti boards containing any evidence
of decay should be rejected.
COMPRESSIONWOOD. “-
Compression wood is a type of abnormal growth
frequently occurring in the under side of leaning trees
and limbs of softwood species. When viewed in -the
cross section of a log, it may comprise all of the mate-
rial on one side of the pith, or may consist merely of
one or more growth layers, lying between growth
layers of normal wood and extending over only a por-
tion of the circumference. It is characterized by high
specific gravity, and has the appearance of an excessive
growth of summer wood. Compression wood in most
species shows but little contrast in color between spring
wood and summer wood. Unlike normal wood, it has
an appreciable endwiee Shrinkage, This causes crook,
bow, and twist, particuhrly when compression wood
occurs in combination with normal wood.
Strength tests made at the Forest Products Labora-
tory show tha~ compression wood, although usually
very dense, is not so high in strength properties for its
weight as normal wood. ThiE fact applies especially
ta the bending and the shock-resisting properties.
Il%ile pieces containing compression wood are almost
certain to be rejected because of their tendency to
some form of warp, all such pieces that may come up
for find inspection should be rejected.
COMPRESSIONFNLURES.
The defect called &compr~sion failure, as the name
implies, is an injury to the wood resulting from its
having been overstressedin compression. Such injuries
may remdt from excessive wind against the standing
tree, from felling trees on very rough or very irregular
ground, or from rough handIing of the loge or lumber.
Compression faihnws are characterized by a buolding
of the fibem that appeam as streaks on the surface of a
piece substantially at right angles to the grain, The
streaks vary in degree from those so pronounced as to
be unmistakable to very fine hair I&a that require
close observation to detect.
Compression, failures aflect the strength properties
of wood, the degree depending on their magnitudo
md l~ation. They have the greatest effect in reduc-
ing the shock-resistingproperties. All wood containing
compression failures should be rejected for aircraft usc
in parts where strength is important.
SECONDARY FACTO- IN SELECTING WOOII
LOCALITY OF GROWTH
The origin of wood with respect to locality of growth
is not ordinarily a suitable critarion for either accept-
ing or rejecting stock. Oft.eg the supposed difIcrenccs
in the properties of a single species growing in dXcrmt
sections of the country are practically insignificant;
in fact, there may be more difference in tho strengths
of timber grown in adjacent townships than between
the averages for two widely separated regions. When
considering such dMerences it is well to keep in mind
the general principle that wood of a given specific
gravity grown in one locahty will usually have the
same strength as material of the same spocics and lilio
spe@c gravity grown in another locality.
There are a few cases in which tho matmiai from
a giyen region will average considerably low-m in
strength than that from another, but even in thcso
cases the d.iflercnces are in the main reflcckd in cor-
responding differences in specific gravity. Thug
Douglas iir from the Rocky Mountain region avmagcs
lower. in weight and strength than that from the
“Paci6c Northwest. Likewise, the material from tho
swe~ed butts of southern swamp-grown ash, tupdo
gum, and a few other speciesis much Iighterand weaker
than-lhat from a higher position in tho same trees,
and that from northern upland-grcmm trots. If
lumber from southern swamp-grown ash is to be used
in highly stressed aircraft parts, it is csscntial that
the lumber manufacturer cut off the swollcd portions
horn”“tie logs before they are sawed into lumber.
The facto= affecting tree growth, which are very
complicated, cause tide variations in the de&ity
and the strength of different trees grmm Within
limited areas and even of the wood put on by a tree
during difTerent periods of its life. Tho effect of
these immediate environmental factors is vcqy great
and ynithin the natural range of the species it o~er-
shadows such factors as geographical location.
‘l@s made at the Forest Products Laboratory
show~.for instance, that Sitka spruce from Alaska is
fully the equal in weight and strength ta that from tho
States of Washington and Oregon at tho scuthwn
part of its range. This and many other observations
indicate that, in the absence of specific data concerning
wood from a given source, the general average of all
available testi on the species is a more reliablo cst.i-
mate of the strength properties of the wood from the
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source in question than data on sarnpIesfrom a nearby
source or from a site that appears ta be similar.
Sometimes, howeww, facto~ other than density
and strength may cause a preference for mat-erhd
horn one region as against that from tiother. Four
such factors are lo-g practice, seasoning practice,
manufacturing facdities, and the grading methods
empIoyed. These factors, of course, are subject to
continual change and an immediate contact and
knowiedge of conditions is required to permit any
exercise of regional preference on their account.
RATEOFGROWTH
It is impossible b set up a satisfactory rule for
appraising strength in terms of rate of growth. The
specific gravity or the density is a much better criterion.
In coniferous woods, such as spruce, material of
very rapid growth is most Iikely to be of low density
and hence to fall below the a-mrage in strength. For
this reason the prase.ntspetications for airoraft spruce
require that acceptable material shfl ha-re at least six
annual growth rings per inch. Sitka spruce of rela-
tively slow growth shows no noticeable increase or
deorease in strength with rate of growth, and hence it
seems undesirable to set a Emit for the maximum
number of rings per inch. W3th conifers in general,
however, the wood of exceedingly SIOWgrowth, as
found in the outer part of overmature trees, is very
likely to be of Iower density and strength thaa that
of medium growth. Yet this slow-groti material
works easily and stays in place well; in manufacture,
all slow-growth material is superior ta equivalent
stock of rapid growth.
With hardwoods, on the other hand, wood of rapid
growth is usually above the average in density and
strength. lteverthekss the rate-of-growth standard
can not be applied indiscriminately even to hardwoods
because some very rapid-growth material is brash and
inferior in weight and strength.
POSITIONIN TREE
As a genend rode,wood of the highest specific gravity
is the strongest regardless of its position in the tree.
There are exceptions to this rule, but they are confined
mostIy to the lower 10 or 12 feet of the tree. Some
slight variations with distance from the pith of the tree
ha~e been observed that could not be entirely ac-
counted for by the difkence in specific gravity, but
they are not of sufhient magnitude to be considered.
HIZAHT~OODMJ13SAPWOOI)
From the standpoint of strength there is, in generaI,
no dMerence between heartvvood and sapwood.
Although the change from sapwood to heartwood in
a few species such as redwood is accompanied by an
titration of extractires that increass the specific
gravity ad, to some extent, cause an increase in
certain strength properties, this factor does not appear
I
to be of any importance in aircraft. Specific gravity
or density is the best criterion of stre@h, whether
it be for heartwood or sapwood.
On the other hand, there are important differences
between heartwood and sapwood from the standpoints
of ease of seasoning, resistxmceto decay, ease of pen-
etration with preservatives, and the like. As a whoIe,
the sapwood of all species is relati~ely nondurable,
whereas the heartwood of certain woods such as Port
Orford cedar is higldy decay resistant; the sapwood
of most species, however, permits easier penetration
with preservatives and o~er agents than heartwood.
TOIJGHXE.SS-TEST METHOD OF SELECTI?JG WOOD
As recounted in this report, wood lhat will meet the
exacting demands of airc~t semice can be satisfac-
torily s&cted by carefd visual inspection, supple-
mented at times by specih gravity determinations.
Because of the extensive information on the effect of
certain factors on strength, no further requirem~ts
are esentifd in ordinaqy service.
On the other hand, it is conceivable that there may
be special oases where specific information on the
strength characteristics of the wood of certain mem-
bers is desired. For struts and simibir members in
the Euler cohmm CISSS,the load is dependent on the
stifhms of the materhd and consequently it is possilde
to predetermine strength by means of a simple deflec-
tion test, within the ehistic fit, without in any way
injuring the member. With members in which bend-
ing strength enters, however, there is no direct method
that can be used. Further, to determine the modulus
of rupture imrolves the compIete destruction of the
member and any attempt to estimate it by pt@iaI
loading is likely to produce stresses beyond the elastic
limit that WU uhimately impair the strength of the
member and the safety of the structure.
A definite means of appraising strength in such cases
is provided by the Forest Products Laboratory tough-
ness machine which, through teats on relatively smaII
samples from a piece, offers a comparatively simple
method of sekction.
The For=t Products Labratory toughness machine
(&. 8) operatea on the pendulum principIe, but it
di&ra essentially from other typ= in that the load is
applied ta the specimen by means of a cable fastened
around a drum mounted on the axis of the pendulum.
h the test a specimen % by % inch or % by % inch in
cross section, supported over an 8 or 10 inch span, is
loaded at the center by means of a tup and a stirrup”
that sIips over the specimen.
In brief, the toughnew-test inspection method that
may be employed for stock intended for exacting uses
provides for the testing of small specimens (usualIy
four) from the phmk from which the part in question
is taken. To be acceptable, the piece (1) must either
meet a minimum toughness requirement established
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for the specia under ~mid~,W’nI
or if” within 8
certh t~ler~ce Now ‘e YUm ?’?t .PES h
addition the pr=mt spec-fio grawty lu-dation;(2)
must show a limitd range in tiwhms valuw for all
.-
. The procdme is aimplifid further by the fact
~’~~~ the moiat~e condition of the spwimen mQYbe
I
ignord, for tests have shown that toughn~s is affectdcffect
but little by moktm and consequently any
specime~ from the same piem; ~d (3) must PSSS 1
oarefd visual tipeotion.
In practi~, the prwedure is 1* compEcaW tim
it appe~ from the description.
Tbe tests are made
wry~rapidly tmd no cslcdation is nec=arY to de_-
*e the resu.1~. It is rwcesssW merely to read ths
final angle on the mactie at failure of the spetim
and for this value to take the com*Pon@ tou@@
(work in inch-po~de per spetimen) direotiy from a
..
FWJBSE,-The For83tprodu@latw~m &oh@ forta+tiWth’atoe 01wood
may be negl~tid.
The one essmtid in the apphcation of the toughn~
method, in ad&tion to the net-w mactie for mak-
~ me ~ts, is a howledge of the spcciw with respmt
~ -urn ~WhQSss requkemati. TCStSmade ,at
the For=t I?roducts Laboratiw on a number of spoc@
have served as a b~ for estab~ti such vduw. A
S-av of these data are presen~d ‘m Table V,
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TABLE V.—kfinimum acceptance requirements for aircra t
iwoode based tinMS 1in theForeeJProducts Laboratq toug -
long use, may be considered more or less standard.
FoIIo& is a list of these woods, together with tbir
principal uses:
WHITEASH
nem machine
. . ..-
. .
., -,-1.,
—
.
I.Ongerons, propellers, landing geu struts, float-
ribs, reinforcing for structud members, berit work
on wings and fuseIages, ch@wj tail skids, cabane struts,
bearing bIocke, wing leading edges, float bulkheads,
false keeIs, control handks, and fusdage struts.
i
13pecieeofWocd
—
BALSA
—
—.
—
PIywood core stock, espeoidy where insulation is
desired, as in cabins, filling, stremdining, ~d ffig
strips.
BASSWOOD
Wii ribs, veneer for plywood, templates, and webs.
Whimnsh-----------------
Yellow bir&__—._——
~!&’’;::zz::I:
. . . . . . . . ------
BlackWdlllt-.....-.--..
—
—
~Thekdtstobeap edtotbetmge-nthlfaeecitkemzdmen.r’~Bu@mwdghtan TohmOof OTendrYwmd.
&=&d:73&’32.wdbk’&=*5&:KP=tw31%
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SUITABILITY OF SPECIES
Many speti of wood are sufbiently satisfactory
for aircraft sertice, even though relatively few =e now
used. Several factors lead te the present concentra-
tion, and tend h delay the employment of other species.
Among the foremost are the excellent combination of
desirable properties in the most used species; the
manufacturer’s knowkdge of methods of selection and
inspection; practical considerations of avaiIabiIity,
uniformity of quality, cost, and ease of manufacture;
facility in gluing; end ease of drying.
The wood requirements in aircraft axe (1) for mate
rial in the form of lumber, and (2) for plywood. The
possibility of combii speciw of widely diilerent
properties for core stock and face pIiss makes plywood
very adaptable to a huge range of requirements, and
hence its uses in aircraft are so many and so varied that
a partial Iist of them is desirable. Some of the more
common applications, as enumeratd by John F.
Hardecker, are as follows: Fuselagej leading edges,
engine bearers, flooring, tti linings, center ribs, tank
cover, center cover, float parts, box beams, wing
beams, walkway ribs, seats, rudder, drag ribs, end and
tail ribs, walkway, head pads, propeller apimmr, wing
covering, step boards, bulkheads or partitions, float
covering, aiIeron or elevatcr surfaces, instrument
boards, afterdeck bulkheads, webs end wing spars,
bracing and gusset plates on fusekges. (Reference 2.)
WOODSNOWCOS~ONINAIECRAFPSEBVICE
Of all the requirements of wood in aircraft, the
procurement of suitable, clear, straigh&grained lumber
presents the most important problem, and the suit-
ability of species will be discussed prhnariIy from this
standpoint. Further, the question of suitability can
best be approached by means of a comparison of other
species with the woods now employed, which, through
YELLOWBIBCH
.-
Propelkrs, and veneer for p~ywood.
.—
MAHOGANY
Deck, bottom, and bulkhead pbmking of hulls and
floats; veneer for plywood, such es that used for
wing covering, wing tips, and wing ribs; propelb;
control wheels and handles; pattern work; interior
finish; and instrument boards.
—-
SUG= MAPLE
PropeUers, veneer for plywood, jigs and modeIs,
assembIy forms, shearing blocks, and bearing bIocks.
OAK
PropeIIers.
WHITFIPINE
—
-.
‘Webs, cap strips, corner blocks, fairing’ drips,
patterns, and forms.
YELLOW POPLAB
Veneerfor p@oocL
RED, SITIU, ANDWHITE SPRUCE
Main stictural parts, such es wing beams, struts,
and longerons; float and hull constrwtion; ribs, webs,
landing gears, cap strips, stiflenem, flooring, planking,
and veneer for plywood.
.,---
BLACKWALNU1’
Propellers, cabin fur-, and instrtunent panels.
REQUIREMENTS IN MANUFACTURE
—
The bahnce and alignment requisemente for prope.l-
Iers are probabIy the most exacting requirements in
the mwmfacture of aircraft. Balance and freedom .
from warping in service depend as much upon matching
elI Laminations for density, moisture content, and
.-
--
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direction of annual growth rings as upon the species
of wood used. Some species give very satisfactory
results with rapid manufacture and oily a moderate
degree of refiement, while others, such as oak, must
be careffly handled, with ample time for conditioning,
to give the best service.
The preceding statement are Iargely typical in
character, though possibly not in degree, of all wood
aircraft parts, and therefore the specific manufactur-
ing requirements of other parts have been given no
additional discussion.
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NITfVE SPE4XES
Table VI presents information on the properties
of some native species compared with spruce for use
in aircraft. (Reference 3.) The comparative values
of column 7 are suggested as an index of the suitability
of a specie-swith respect to its mechanical properties,
in terms of spruce, in so far as such a relationship may
be expressed by means a of single vake. It is
important in using the table to consider also the other
individual properties listed, since a species, to be
entirely satisfactory as a spruce substitute, should
not-fall decidedly below spruce in any property.
TABLE VL—Properlieaofuatiownaiirewoodswmparedwith
thoseof upruce,for aircraftservice1
111s
I 1.
spruce,red, S1tka,andwhh L..---------! 1~ ~
HARDWOODS (EILOAD-LEAVED SPECIES)
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1In tbte tableeaehspruceVSIUCferatal lM parcent and the mraepondfng valueu
d other wood-qare then amramedacmrdlmgly.] These vahreaare averageuobtrdml from the foIIowtngwelghtfr@Column2
VdlSC41.0wirunn4VUIUM1.5 mrdmlnmn 6 vdl~ LO.
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TABLE VI.—Propertie~ of uanouanatirc woods comzsared tith
those of apt%ce, for- airmqil service--Continued
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T.4BLE YI.—Prop&”es of carious natice rcoods compared with This table is not intended as a Enal decision in
regard to the suitability of the species listed. Prob-
ably no two engineers could aggee exactIy in such an
appraisal. In fact the relative importance of the
&tTerent properties varies in the difTerent members,
is dependent on design, and changes with the type of
machine and the speed. Hence, even grantig uni-
verwd agreement on the detail of the relative import-
ance of various properties, it would stll be dii3icult
to compare the difterent species from the standpoint
of aircraft use as a whole.
The four properties combined to arrive at the
suitability index (column 7] are specific gravity,
bending and compressive strength, shock resistance,
and stiffness. Shock resistance does not come into
action untiI the elastic Emit has been fully passed,
but is included because of the margin of safety it
offers under extreme conditions. For this reason,
of two species equal in other respects, the one of
higher shock resistance is preferable. In species of
high shock resistance, the initkd small compression
failures in a beam that is stressed to the UItimate
usually tend to distribute, and thus more work is
absorbed than can be absorbed when such failures
concentrate into a single localized failure. A species
of high shock resistance wll also stand more frequent
repetition and revered of stress of high magnitude
than one Iower in this property.
The weighted and a~ersged figures thus obtained
were divided by the speoific gravity raised to the 3/2
power. In this analysis the consideration of such fac-
tors as effect of size on the strength, s~ness, and buck-
ling of thin pints, together with the essential require-
ment in aircraft of lieep~~ we~ht to a minimum,
necessitated the use of a pouer of specific gratity
higher than the fit. Here again judgment was
sxercised in selecting the power, as welI es in weighting
the properties.
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF SPECIES
An airplane can be made from practically any
species of wood that d furnish material in the
required sizes, and the size of the pieces required may
be greatiy reduced by laminating and sphing. By
ihoo+ng the most suitable species, however, it is
possible to reduce the weight of the plane appreciably
and to increase its efficiency. The following com-
ments, therefore, are based not on the bare possibility
of use, but rather on the relative suitability and
s.tlkiency. Further, the differences in strength betweeg
many of the species are relatively smalI, and lower-
ing the quaIity required in any given species is thus
likely to make materiaI of a I@her quality from an
inferior species preferable to the low quality from
the superior species.
Some of the species included in Table VI obviously
need not be m“nsideredfor aircraft use, because of the
those of spt%e, fof aircrqft wm”ctiontinued
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small size of the tree or its commercial unimportance.
The discussion of the species included will be directed
principally to the suitability for wing beams, which is
the most important requirement and also the most
diflicult to meet. However, consideration till also
be given to suitability for other aircraft parts.
HARDWOOIX3(BROAD-LEAVED SPECIES)
AIthough the data on hardwoods in Table VI are
presented as ratios to spruce, most of the hardwood
species have properties that adapt them bettar to
consideration for uses other than wing beams and
the parts commonly made of spruce. The data,
however, will serve as well for comparing other species
among themselves as for comparison with spruce.
The hardwoods as here discussed are considered from
the standpoint of the aircraft uses to which their prop-
erties seem to best adapt them.
RED ALDER (Alnu~ rubra).
Red alder is about the same ad spruce in weight and
in most strength properties but exceeds spruce in hard-
ness. Although the leading--hardwood of the Pacific
Northwest, it isnevertheless a relatively smalI tree that
matures in 50 to 60 years and reaches at that age a
diameter of about 18 inches. The amount of clear
lumber available is small.
BLACK ASH (Fraxinua nigra).
Black ash is considerably lower in weight than com-
mercial whita ash. It is exceedingly tough and is an
excellent species for bent work. It lacks the strenpth
and the sti-ffnessof white ash, however, and can not-be
used so satisfactorily where these properties are
essential.
BILTMORE WHITE ASH (Fnzxhw Wnoreana).
BLUE ASH (F. guadrangulata),
GREEN ASH (F. penwyluanica Zanceokzta).
WHITE ASH (F. americunu).
Biltmore white, blue, green, and white ash are
similar in density and mechanical properties and can
not be distinguished from one another by means of
the wood aIone. They are marketed as white ash,
or more properly, as commercial white ash.
Commercial white ash has long been a favorite wood
in aircraft where bending and compressive strength,
stifkas, shock resistance; and capacity for bending
to a required shape are requisites. It seasons satis-
factorily, stays in place well, and presents no manu-
facturing M?dculties. It serves as a standard of com-
parison where these propertk are essential.
Ash occurs all ovtir the eastern United States and
along the streams in the plains region almost ta the
foothills of the Rocky Mountains. Commercial white
ash lumber is produced from trees of a large range of
sizes, varying from small second-growth timber ta
Iarge virgin trees 100 or more feet in height and 3 or 4
feet in diameter.
Northern-grown ash is frequently preferred by the
trade beoause the usual specifications under which ash .
iS purchased do not exclude the lightweight, brash
material that comes from the swelled butts of swamp-
grown trees found in the overflow lands of the lower
Mis&sippi ValIey.
0REQ6N ASH (Fratinus oregona).
Oregon ash is slight~ylighter than commercial white
ash and slightly lower in its strengti properties. Its
range is from southern British Columbia through
Washington, Oregon, and California, The Oregon
ash produced is only a fraction of 1 per cent of the ash
consumed in the United States.
PUMPfiN AsH (Fraxhvw projunda).
Pumpkin ash is somewhat. lighter than commercial
white ash and is lower in most of its important strength
properties. In ash, as in other species, there is a cort-
siderable range in the properties of individual piccoa
The term “pumpkin ash” is used commercially to des-
ignate the weak, soft material from all species of ash. .
SpecMca~one for commercial white ash for aircraf~
excIude pumpkin ash,
ASPEN (Populus tremw?oides).
Aspen is lighter than spruce and is considcraldg
lower in hardness and stifhss. The tree is quite
small and the species is nobimportant from the stmul-
point of aircraft.
BASSWOOD(Tilia glabra).
Basswood is a lightweight wood that is low in
practically dl of its strength properties. It works
easily and can be nailed without splitting, It is a
very satisfactory lowdensity spccice for vcncor and
plywood and fids other aircraft use.
The range of Tili.a gZabraextends from New Bruns-
wick through the Great Lakes region and southward as
far as Pennsylvania and Missouri. Matture trLICS
frequW_tly reach a height of 100 feet and a diameter
of 3 to 4 feet,
BEECH (FaguAgrandijolia).
Be&ih is quite heavy and has about the strengkh
properties of sweet and yelIow birch and sugar maple.
Usually it is not available in the highest grade-s. 1t
might be used to some extent for propellers and ply-
wood, but can not be used extensivdy in the frame-
work of aircraft.
BeeZh occurs from New Brunswick to northern
WNccmsin and south to eastern Texas and westeru
Florida. It reaches its best devolopment in tho
northern States, the lower Ohio ~alley, and tho
Appalachians. Mature trees attain a height of 120
feet, and diameters of 3 feet or more are not un-
common.
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SWEETBiRCH(Betufa b-da).
YELLCIWBHLCH(B. hda).
Sweet arid yellow birch are quite similar in their
properties and can not be distinguished from each
other by the wood rdone. They are hea-ry, hard,
and stM, AU birohes are diihae porous species, have
a he, even texture, and are capable of taking a
high finish. These two species find many uses in
aircraft.
The range of sweet birch extends from Newfo@d-
hmd to western Ontario, centrt-d Iowa, southern
Illinois, south along the Appalachian Mountains,
and into F1orida. YeIlow birch occurs from New-
foundland ta northern New England, northern Minne-
sota, and south along the Appalachians to Tennessee
and North Ctiolina. Mwture trees of sweet birch
range from 70 to 80 feet in height and from 2 ta 3 feet
in diameter, while yellow birch is a little larger.
BUTTERX~ (Ju@zne cinema).
Butternut is slightly lower in weight than spruce
and is lacking in stiffness, although it is higher in
shock resistance. Butternut can perhaps be con-”
aidered for wneer and plywood, but it is not likely to
attain any importance because of the abundance of
other suitable species.
BLACKCHERRY(Prunua serotina).
B1ack cherry is a moderately heavy wood, eome-
what lighter than black wahmt and lower in its
strength properties. Like black wahmt, it is difluse
porous, and is an exceIIent cabinet wood. It is used
for propellers and shotid, in genersI, be suitable for
other parts where walnut is used.
Black cherry occurs from Nova Scotia to the Dako-
tas, south to F[orida and &izona, and along the moun-
tains to south America. The tree atti”na a height of
60 ta 90 feet. Black cherry was once abundant and
of considerable cummeroial importance, but the
pre&.nt supply is very small. Consequently the
species can not be expected to be of great importance
to the aircraft industry.
CHESTNUT (Oastanea dentahz).
Chestnut is somewhat heavier than spruoe and
exceeds it in hardness, but is lacking in stitheas. The
supply is fast being depleted because of the ch=tnut ,
bhght, so that a oontinued supply can not be expected. ~
The wood frequently contains numerous small worm ~
holes. Chestnut can be glued satisfactmiIy. Any :
ocm=iderable use of chestnut for airoraft is udikely, ‘
although it wouId serve satisfactorily for certain ply-
wood requirtunents.
The range is from southern Mich@m and the New ~
England States southward to F1orida and hlississippi. ~
The tree reaches a height of 60 to 100 feet and a diam- ~
eter of over 2 feet. i
EAS~EIUTCO~ONWOOD“[POPUIUSdeltoids).
NOET%ERN BLACK COTYO=OOD (P. itichocaqnz ha-
tata).
BALSAMPOPLAB (P. ba~8ami’fera).
Eastern and northern black cottonwood and balsam
poplar rank in strength in the order named. Eastern_
cottonwood is abc@ the same weight as spruce arid
with the exception of shock rdst anoe is lower in the
other properties listed in TabIe VL Balsam poplar
is decidedly lower than spruce in both weight and
strength properties. The wood does not spIit easily
in nailing, however, can be gIued satisfactdy, and
bends well. None of these specks w vmlI be con-
sidered as a substitute for spruce in wing beams, but
alI will perhapa serve some purpose in minor parts.
They can aIso be considered for plywood.
Eastern cottonwood is widely distributed through-
out the United States east of the Rocky Mountains.
Under favorable conditions it grows very rapidly.
Mature trees attain a height of 100 feet and over and
a diameter of 2 to 5 feet.
Northern black cottonwcmd grows from acuthern
Alaska to northern California and eastward as far as
Idaho and Nevada. The tree under the best ocmdi-
tions attains a height of 80 to 126 feet and a diamet=
of 3 to 4 feet.
BaIaam pophr ooours over a vast territmy from
Alaska to Labrador, and southward to Colorado and
New York. h the United States the best timber
seIdom exceeds 30 inches in diameter and 60 or 70
feet in height, although in the most. favorable sites
occasional trunks reach a height of 100 feet and a
diameter of 6 feet.
AacmmM Em (Ulmus americuna).
American elm, on the average, is lighter than white
ash in weight and is much loyrer in its strength proper-
ties. It can be bent to curved form exceedingly welI
and its emplopent in aircraft largeIy hinges on the
need for wood having this property. The wood warps
badIy, however, so that ocmiderable care is necessary
tc hold it to form while it is being dried after hgving
been bent. It may be used for aircraft plywood.
Tery dense pieces of American elm have about the
same properties as rock elm ‘and maybe used wherever
rock elm is satisfactory.
American ehn occurs from southern Newfoundland
to the eastern baas of the Rcoky bfountains and south
to Texas and F1orida. Commeroitiy it is most impor-
tant in Michigan, Wiscmwin, Indiana, and the lower
Mississippi Valley. The tree commonly reaches a
height of 100. feet. OccssionalIy it attpins a height
of 120 feet, and a diametw of 6 feet or more.
ROCK ELH (Ulmus racenaosa].
Rock elm is slightly heavier than ash, is lower
in stiflness, and &~her in shock reshtance, in which it
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excels. It cam be bent to cm-red form readfiy and if
properly dried after bending can be used in aircraft as
an alternate for ash. Considerably more care is neces-
sary in the original seasoning and the drying after
bending of rock eIm, however, in order to have it
remain in shape, since it twists and warps badIy when
not held firmly.
Rock elm occurs from eastern’ Quebec, through
northern New Hampshire and Vermont, to Michigan,
WWonsin, northeastern Nebraska, Missouri, and
middle Tennessee. It is commercially important
chiefly in northeastern Wisconsin and adjscent parts
of upper Michigan. The txee occasionally reaches a
height of 100 feet and a diameter of 3 feet.
SLIPPERYELM (lJhnw julva).
Slippery elm avw-sges somewhat lighter than ash
and rock elm and is lower in its strength properties.
Pieces of a density equal to that of rock elm may be
used introchangeably with rock elm. Like the other
elms, it can be bent to curved form readily and sIso
tends to warp in seasoning and in drying after having
been bent.
Slippery elm has about the same range as kerican
elm. It occurs from southern Newfounchnd to South
Dakota and southward to the Ciulf of Mexico. The
tree is somewhat smaller than the American elm and
reachea a height of &bout 70 feet.
BLACK GUM (i’?~88aqkatica).
Black gum is much heavier than spruce but is lower
in stitlness. Its density is about the same as that of
American elm. The grain is inter~ockedjand although
the wood does not split readily, it tenda to warp in
drying to a greater extent thm most of the common
hardwoods. It probably will be but little used in the
frames of aircraft, although it is acceptable for p~ywood.
Black gum occurs from central New England to
Florida and west to Texas and Michigan. It is a
water-loving species. On the best sites it attains a
height of 120 feet md a diameter of 5 feet.
RED GUM (L@w%anabar8tyraci@z).
Red gum is heavier than spruce and higher in ita
strength properties, with the exception of stiflness.
The grain is interlocked and the wood tends to warp
considerably. Through careful manufacture and sea-
soning, however, material that holds ite shape satis-
factorily can be obtained. There is some prospect that
carefully quarter-sawed red gum, matched for density,
may be used for propellers. Studies at the Forest
Products Laboratory have shown that, as far m per-
mancy of form is concerned, red gum seems suitable for
propellers if .they are properly manufactured and
protected from extreme humidity conditions. It is a
common veneer and plywood species.
Red gum occurs from southern Connecticut to ~outh-
eastern Missouri upd south to Texas AndF1orlda. It is
most abundant in the lower Mississippi Valley. Aver-
age mature trees have a height of 80 to 120 feet and a
diameter of 1% to 3 feet. Some mature trees reach
diameters of 5 feet or more.
TUPELOC#u~ (Nys~a aquatica).
Tupelo gum is considerably heavier than sprum but
is lower in stiffnms. It seems desirable for aircraft
construction onIy in the form of plywood.
T-upelo gum occurs aIong the Atlantic and the Gulf
coasts from Viinia to Texas, and northward along
the Mississippi Valley as far as southern IILinoia, The
Iargest trees are about 100 feet in height and 3 to 4
feet in diameter above the swelled base. The material
from the swelled butt is characteristically light in
weight, brash, and weak.
HACKBERRY(CeZti8occidentali8).
Hackbarry is lighter than ash, and compmea favor-
ably with ash in shock resistance, although in the other
mechanical properties its average values are lower.
The denser pieces of hackberry may perhaps be sub-
stituted for ash.
Ha&berry occurs from New England to Virginia
and wwtward to North Dakota and Kansas. It is a
slender tree, commonly 50 although occasionally 100
feet high, and when mature it is from 2 to 3 feet in
diameter.
PECAEJHICKORIES.
BITTERNUTHICKOR>-(Hicoria cord~onni.e).
NUTMEGHICKORY(H. myrMczjormi8),
‘iVATEE mcKorm (H. aquatica).
PECAN (H, pecan),
The pecan hickories are heavier and more shock
resistant than ash and yetj in general, they are inferior
to the true hickories in their mechanical properties,
especially in shock resistance.
Their range and size are in general the same as thoso
of the true hickories.
TRUE HICKORIES.
BIGLEAF SHAGBARK HICKORY (Uicoria lacinitisa).
MOCKERNUT HICKORY (ZZ. alba.)
PIGNUT HICKORY (~. @Zb~U).
SHAGBARK HICKORY (H. otxda).
The true hickories are quite simihw in their proper-
ties and can not be distinguished from one another by
the wood alone. These hickories are much heavier
than ash, and are very high in their strength properties.
The wood is exceedingly tough and in this respect
excels all of the other native species that are commer-
oidy available. It is charactmistic of hickory that the
compression fakes in bending do not usually localize
but distribute themselves sc that tho material develops
a remarkable toughness. Hickory, being a very denso
wood, shrinks and swells considerably with change in
moisture content.
Tha true hickories can be substituted in aircraft
for ash but would probably not give quite as good
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service for the same might. Eickov is particularly
desirable where great toughness is required.
The hickories occur over the eastern part of the
United States, begimirg .m far west as the States on
the west bank of the Mississippi Ri-re.r. The mature
trees am from 100 to 120 feet high and several feet in
diameter. Second-growth material or that from smaII
trees is frequently considered superior to that from the
mature trees, but tests show that the density of the
wood, as with other species, is the best criterion of
properties.
BLACKLocuwc (Bobinia pseudoacacia).
Black locust is a ~ery heavy-, strong wood. It
shrinks and sweh but little for its density, having
only about hdf the shrinkage of hickory for a given
moisture reduction. The heartmood has a high extrac-
ti~e content and is =rerydec~y mistant. B1ack locust
is an excellent species where hardness and the proper-
ties just mentioned are required, but is not likel-yto be
of importance in aircraft.
CuouxBm3 MAGNoHA (~Magnoliaacuminakc).
EVERGREEN MAGNOLIA (3$. grandi$ora).
MomTArN MA~NOu (iM.fraaerio.
The three species of magnolia, on which mechanical
tests have been made, may be considered together.
They are alI heavier than spruce, cucumber magnolia
and evergreen magnoIia being considerab~y so. They
all compare favorably with spruce in their strength
properties, and conseqwntIy belong to the group of
hardwoods that give promise of being good substitutes
for spruce in wing beams and other aircraft parts,
when they are avtiable in proper size and quantity.
The range of cucumber magnolia extends from
western New York ta Alabama and westward to
Illinois and Mis&sippi. The tree is horn 60 to 90
feet high and 2 to 4 feet in diameter.
Evergrem magnolia occurs aIong the coast region
from North C?arolina to Florida and westward to
Texas, extending through western Louisiana to Arkan-
sas. Treea 80 feet high and 4 feet in diameter are
occasionally found.
Mountain magnoIia grows from southern Yiio
and northeastern Kentuc@ to northern Georgia and
wst and southwest to Tennessee, AIabama, and
Lcmisiana. The Iarg=t trees are only 30 feet high
and 1 foot or more in &meter.
BIGL=F MAPL~ (Acer naacrophylhn].
Bigleaf maple is about the same in might as siher
maple and, except in shock titan~~ is mmewhat
&mherin strength properties. It is much lighter and
lower in mechanimd properitea than the sugar maple.
There is probably little use for bighmf maple in air-
craft, except possibly for -reneer and plywood.
Bigleaf maple occurs from the coast region of south-
eastern Alaska to California. It -iaries greatIy in
&e ~der different growth conditions. Over most _
of its range biieaf maple isza small tree averaging “
about 50 feet in height and 18 inches in diameter.
Under the best conditions it sometimes attains a
height of 100 feet and a diameter of 40 inches or more.
BLACKldkLE (Acer nigmm].
%Gm ~~=rt?z (A. ~accharu?n).
B1aek maple end sugar maple, which art.very similar
in their properties, are classed and sold as “hard”
maple. They can not be &s@@shed from each
other by the wood alone.
These two maphe are dense, hard, and stifl They”
are Muse porous, and ha~e a he?. even t=t~e. @
account of their hardmw and resistance tu wear they
are often used for the faces of plywood. These
species fid numerous uses in aircraft manufacture.
B1ack maple occurs from Quebec westward to
northeastern South Dakota, and southward ta a
boundary from Missouri to West Virginia. The
range of sugar mapIe extends from southern New-
foundhnd to Minnesota and southward to eastern
Texas and northvmstwn ~orida. It is important
commercially principality in the Lake Stat-, the
hTortheast, and the Appalachian region. Mature
trees ordina.dy are from 100 to 120 feet in height,
and from 30 to 40 inches in diuneter.
RED MAPLE(A&r rubrum).
Red maple is somewhat heavier, stiffer, and stronger
than silver maple but is lower in its mechanical
propertkis than sugar maple. Red maple could
probably be used for propellers but the product would
be much softer than that made of sugar maple. It
is possible that some of the densest pieces of red maple
have properti= similar to sugar maple and can be
used assuch.
Red maple occurs from New Brunswick to Minne-
sota and south to Texas and FIorida. The average
size of mature trees is about 70 feet in height and 2
feet in diameter. OccasionaIIy they attain a height
of 100 feet and a diameter of 4 feet.
S.mmmMULE @cer sacchczrinum).
SiIver maple, which is much lower in weight and
strength than sugar maple, lacks the stiflne= needed to”
make it a satisfaoto~ substitute in aircraft for spruce,
and the greater weight is a disadvant~ae. It is
suitable for plywood where a semihard speoies is
required.
Silver maple occurs from New Brunswick to Min-
nesota and sauthward to Arkansas and FIorida. The
trees attain a height of 75 to 120 feet and a diameter of
2 to 4 feet.
OBEGONMYRTLE(Uinbellu.hritzcalijornti).
Oregon myrtle is much heaviar than spruce tind,
although it is higher in hardness and shock resistance,
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in stitlness. It will probably
have little use in aircraft construction,
Oregon myrtIe oocurs in southwestern Oregon and in
California. In gensral it is not a large tree, but under
the most favorable conditions it growa from 60 to 80
feet high and from 2% to 3% feet in diameter.
CALIFORNIA BLACK OAK (Quercw kelloggii).
OREGON WHITE OAK’ (Q, gariyamz).
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WHITE On (Q. I&&ti).
California black, Oregon white, and Rocky Moun-
tain white oak are decidedly lacking in stiflnem and
need not be considered for airoraft service.
COMMERCIALRED OAK,
*BLACKOAK(Qzumuawlutimz).
LAURELOAK(Q. fuurifolti).
*pm OAK(Q. @fs@).
*RED OAK (Q. boredu).
*SCARLET OAK(Q. coccin.m).
*SOUTHERNREDOAK(Q, rub-a).
SwmP RED OAK (Q. rubrapagodzfoliu).
WATEROAK(Q. nigra).
*WILLOfi OAK-(Q, phdh).
COMMERCIAL WHITE OAK,
*BUR OAK (Quercuamacrocu.rpa).
*CHESTNUT OAK (Q. mon.tana).
*POSTOAK (Q. 8te~a).
*SWAB4P CHESTNUT OAK (Q. j9Pi7WS).
SWAMP WHITE OAK (Q. bicoZor).
*WHITEOAK(Q: a.lba).
There are over a hundred species, varitities, and
hybrids of native oak but most of the oak lumber cut
in the United States times from the 11 species in the
heading th~t are starred. The various species can be
divided into two broad groups, the red oaks and the
white oaks, Since the oaks are fairly similar in their
properties, they will be considered collectively.
Commercial red oak is but slightly lower in weight
than commercial whjte oak and the two groups are
unusualIy similar in strength properties, so that differ-
entiation need not be made for this reason. Com-
mercial red oak, however, is less resistant to decay
than white oak and responds to moisture changes
mom rapidly than the whita, The heartwood of the
white oaks is impervious to liquids, while there is
relatively free longitudinal passage in the red oaks,
The oaks are very heavy and hard and are extremely
variable in their properties. They need not be con-
sidered at aI1 aa a substitute for spruce bub they do
play an important part in propeller manufacture.
The radial shrinkage is only about one-ha~f of that
in the tangential direction. Hence quarter-sawed
material stays in place much better than plain+awed
stock and is more desirable for propeller construction.
The southern oaks, particularly when swamp
grown, are very ditlicult to dry properly without
serious checking, honeycombing, and casehardening.
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They am also reputed to be quite ditIcult to manu-
facture, especit-dlyto machine, For this reason thero
has been preferenc~ in the trade for upland-grown oak.
The available information, however, shows little
difference as far as strength properties am concorncd,
Taken together, the species under consideration are
widely distributed throughout the United States east
of the Great Plains. The size of tho oaks, of courm,
varies greatly but at their best they occasionally attain
a height of 126 feet and a diameter of 6 feet.
CANYONLrvn C)AK (QuercwschwsoZepie).
Canyon live oak is very heavy and is greatly lacking
in stifhwss for ita weight.
LIVE OAK (Querow virginianu).
Live oak is one of the densest native species. I?ioccs
of its wood often sink in water, even when air dry,
Its shrinkage, however, is no greater than that of the
other. oaks, which average much lower in specific
gravity. It has remarkable hardness and ti quito
tough. Although it can not be considered from tho
standpoint of substitution in aircraft for the commonly
used species, ita unuwd charactaristica am worthy of
consideration in connection with special problems.
Live oak occum along the coast from Virginia to
southern Florida and to Texas. It is a spreading trea
and oonsequentiy yields but short logs. The largest
commercial trees may be about 70 feet high and 6 or 7
feet in diameter.
PECM (Hicoria pecan).
See the hickories.
PEESIMFJON (Diospyro8 oirginianu).
I%rsimmon is a dense wood, very high in hardness,
and has a iine, even texture. It is an excelhmt wood ‘
for usee where toughness and smoothness of wear arc
required, as in shutties, but is probably of no impor-
tance in aircraft.
It O-tiUrS from Connecticut to Kansas and south to
Texas and Florida. Mature trew are usually little
over 12 inches in diameter but occasionally reach a
height of 100 feet and a diameter of 2 feet.
BALSAIUPOPLAR(Popuhn bal,samijenz).
See the cottonwoods.
YEnow POPLU (Liriodimdronfulipijera).
Yellow poplar is but little hwvier than spruco and,
although somewhat low in shock-resisting capacity, it
hasexcellent working qualities, ability to retain shape,
and freedom from checks and shakes. It presents no
manufacturing difficulties. Bccauee of these dasirablo
Aaracteristics it is regarded as a fairly satisfactory
substitute for spruce. It is used very extensively for
plywobd.
Yellow poplar occurs in all the States east of the
Mississippi River except Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermotii, and Wmonsinj and occurs also in Missouri,
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Arkansas, and Louisiana. Yilth sycamore, it is the
largest hardwood tree in the United States. Mature
trees are from 90 to 180 feet in height and from 3 to 8
feet or more in diameter.
SUGMtBEERT(Celtie Lmn”gahz).
Sugarberry is considerably heavier than spruce but
is lower in stMness. “In properties it resembles hack-
berry, to which it is closeIyrelated. As with hackberry,
the denser pieces can be substituted for ash.
Sugarberry occurs from Indiana to Missouri and
southward to Texas and Florida. The tree is not
large.
SYCA~OEE(Plataww ocoidenfali8).
Sycamore is considerably heavier than spruce but,
Iike many of the hardwoods, is lower in stiffness.
Shakes are very prevalent. Because of this defect
and its low stiffness, sycamore appears to be not suit-
able for aircraft, except in veneer and pl~ood where
it is often mixed with red gum, which has approximately
the same properties.
Sycamore occurs from New England to Nebraska and
south to Imuiskna and Florida. It is one of the Iargest
hardwood trees, attaining a height of 140 feet. Trees
several feet in diameter are common and some over 10
feet have been known.
BLACKWmm (A@zm nigra).
B1ack waInut is an excellent furniture and cabinet
wood that has tilreadye&abIished a position in aircraft
use. It probably is the best propeller wood of any of
the native speoies, since it has good hardness to mist
wear and has excellent abtity to retain its shape
under varying moisture conditions. However, it knot
so hard as oak or biroh. Its fine, even texture, excel-
lent appearance, and flnishkg qualities make it suitable
for instrument paneIs and cabinetwork. It serves a
number of uses in aircraft but is not considered as a
substitute for spruce.
B1ack walnut occurs from New England to Minne-
sota, and south to Texas and FIorida. Forest-groin
trees vary in size from a diameter of 2 feet and a height
of 50 feet to a &meter of about 6 feet and a height of
100 to 120 feet.
SOllll’WOODS[CONO?EEOuSPE~ES]
ALASKACEDAB(Cham=cypak nootiafmwis).
Alaska cedm is heavier than spruce, and although
the two are about equal in stifbss, it is bigher in the
other meohankd propertb. The additional informa-
tion available indicates that this cedar is easy to kiln
&y, moderately good in ability to stay in phoe, moder-
ately e= to glue, and easy to work. The.heartwood is
highly resistant to decay.
‘With its Iimited suppIy, Alaska cedar is not likely
to be considered for use in aircraft from the stand-
point of special design. .It should rather be expeoted to
serve as a species supplementary to spruc-e, for sub-
dit.ution in spruce sizes; the result is somewhat
~eater strength at the expense of increased weight.
The range of Alaska cedar is cofied to the Pacfic -”
Northwest coast region. The trees not uncommonly
attain a diamet= of 4 to 5 feet and a height of about
100 feet.
INCKIJSn CEDAR -(Libocedru.sdecurrens).
Incense cedar is somewhat Iighter than spruce,
and is considerably lacking in shock resistance and
stiffness. It is not available in huge quantiti= and its
use in aircraft woold be con6ned w parts that are not
highIy stras.sed.
NORTHEBNWHIfi CEDAR (Thuja occidentals].
Northern white cedar is much Lighter than spruce,
and is correspondingly low in all ita strength properties.
The heartwood is highly decay resistant. Being a
comparatively snd tree with Iittie clear wood,
northern white cedar can not be considered as a possi-
bility for large or highly stressed parts of aircraft
frames.
porLT ORFORD CEDAR (&?na?cypari8 hu?80nia-na).
Port Orford cedar is somewhat heavier than spruce,
and equals or exceeds the strength properti= of spruce.
Although not an abundant speci-, this cedar can be
obtained in large sizes. The wood has a tie appearance
and presents no manufacturing difficulty. The heart-
wood is higldy resistmt to decay. Because of the
rather limited stand and production, the basis of use
should be very aimiIarto that of Alaska cedar; namely,
as 8 substitute in aixcraft for spruce in spruce sizes.
Port Orford cedar occurs in the coast region from
southwestern Oregon to California, extending inland
about 40 mike. Matmre trees are usuaIIy from 3% to
to 6 feet in diameter, and from 125 to 1S0 feet high;
occasional treea are 8 feet in diameter and 200 feet
high.
WESTERNRED CEDAR (Thuja plicata).
Western red cedar is considerably lower than spruce
in specifLcgravity and is also lower in strength prop-
erties, particularly in stiffness and shock resistance.
Although a fairly abundant and durable species, it can
not be used satisfactorily in higldy stressed aircraft
parts.
SOUTHKRN C!YPRESS(Taiuna di8fichurn).
Southern cypress is somewhat higher in specific
gravity than spruce and, on the average, is equal to or
better than spruce in strength properties. Cypr=,
however, is very high in moisture cxmtent when green,
and some of the material is difficult to dry. The
heartwood of mature trees is very durable. The
swelled butts of southern cgpress produce some stock
low in density, which would not be suitable for aircraft
use, but selected mate~al offers a possible spruce sub-
stitute. Further study of suitable selection methods
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should be undertaken, however, before an attempt is
made to me it extensively in aircraft.
Southern cypress occurs in the AtJantic and the
Gulf ccaata.1regions from southern DeIaware to Texas,
and along the bottom lands of the Mississippi and its
tributaries to southern Illinois and Indiana. .Mature
trees attain a height of 70 h 150 feet, and a diameter
of 4 b 10 feet.
DOUGLASFm (P8eudatsugataxifolia).
Douglas h is one of the few species that exhibit a
noticeable difference in properties with region of
growth. Material from the Pacific coast, in average
values, is considerably higher in weight and strength
than that in the Rocky h[ountain region, and in addi-
tion the tree is much larger, affording cIear material in
quantity and in large sizes.
Douglas fir from the Pacific coast in general is much
heatier than spruce and its strength properties are
equal to or exceed those of spruce. Unlike Sitka
spruce, the density of Douglas fir wood shows a signiii-
cant decrease with increase in the height of its position
in the tree, As a result the best aircraft stock would
come from the tree at a height of 40 feet or more.
Such material would be slightly lower in average
spectic gravity and strength properties than the values
presented in Table VI, which are averages.
Douglti h is more likely to develop checks in manu-
facture and in aervica than spruce. It spIintersacme-
what and consequently is more diflicuh to machine
than spruce. The net result is that, aIthough Douglas
fir has exceIIent strength properties, its other charac-
tarieticsare such that considerable more care in manu-
facture is required than with spruce. Douglas fir is
not likely to be used extensively for aircraft wing
beams as long as spruce is awdable; it is used, how-
ever, for veneer and plywood,
AIthough Douglas fir grows over a hrge area in
the West, the so-called Pacific coast type just discussed
is cotined to the coast region from southern Oregon to
British Columbia, It is one of the hrgest commercial
trees of the world, being from 3 to 10 feet in diameter
and 176 to 300 feet in height.
Douglas fir from the Rocky Mountain region is
somewhat heavier than spruce. It is generally lower
in shock resistance, can not be obtained in large sizes,
is decidedly knotty, a~d hence is not considered a
satisfactory substitute for spruce.
In Idaho and the region immediately arohd it,
however, some Douglas h that is satisfactory for air-
craft stock can be obtained,
ALPINEFm (Abie8 .hz8ioc.ar-pa).
Alpine flr is very low in might and also in all its
strength properties, TThether some stands contain
mWwial that is appreciably stronger than the speci-
mens tested is not known, but this species appeam to
COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
hold no promise of furnishing stock for highly stressed
aircraft parts.,
BALSAMI?m (Afn2aba.lsamea).
Balsam fir is lighter than spruce and, is lower in its
strength properties, being particularly deficient in
hardness and in shock resistance. It gives littlo
promise of being a satisfactory aircraft wood.
CALIFORNIARED FIR (Abtis mugni~).
California red fir is the same in average weight as
spruce, and is very similar in iw mechanical proportics.
Little is known of its other characteristics, such as ease
of drying, workabdity, and ease of manufacture.
These factors must be in~estigated before it can be
recommended for aircraft service, and proper methods
of selection must also be developed.
California red fi grows in California and southmn
Oregon. It is commonly from 125 to 175 feet high and
from 30 to 50 inches in diameter,
LOWLANDWHITE FIR (Abies grandi8).
SILVER FIR (.A. amubilti).
T7HITE FIR (~. condor).
Lowland white, silver, and white fir promise to
furnish but Iittle clear material in sizes thmtare suit-
able for aircraft. They are of interest chiefly because
they may be used for veneer and plywood.
NOBLEFIR (Abh nobilis).
Noble fir is slightly lighter in weight than spruce,
and compares favorably with spruce in its strength
properties From the strength standpoint, therefore,
noble fir is a possible spruce substitute in aircrRft.
Mature trees are said b yield a high percentage of
clear stock. Its use seems to hinge on ita other
characteristics, concerning which additiomd informa-
tion is needed. These characteristics include methods
of drying and handling, methods of selection, tendency
for checks ta develop, workability, ease of drying,
and facility of manufacture.
Noble fir is found in Washington, Oregon, and
California. Large trees are from 140 to 200 feet in
height, and from 30 to 60 inches in diameter.
EMTER~ HEMLOCK(Tsugczcunadmsis).
Eastern hemlock compares favdrab~y in weight and
in strength properties with Sitka spruce, buLbecause
of its other characteristics it need not be considered
for aircraft, ahthough it is a much used lumber and
timber species. The amount of clear lumber in large
sizes is relatively small.
MouN@N HEMLOCK(Zwqa nwrfmsi.ana).
The average weight of mountain hemlock is much
greater than that of spruce. . Although this species
exceeds spruce in most of its strength propcrtlcs, it
can not be regarded of importance as an aircraft
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wood because of its Iimited supply and the inacces-
sibility of its stands.
WESTERNHEMLOCIC(Tsuga heterophylla).
Western hendocli is slightly heavier than spruce,
and equals or exceeds that species in its strength
properties, although it is somewhat less uniform in
texture than spruce. Studies at the Forest Products
Laboratory show that it can be Mn dried and ghuxl
satisfactorily-. Western hendock is an abundant
species. The trees, however, me not so large as
spruce and have a lower percentage of clear material,
and hence the percentage of material that wilI meet
akraft requirements is smaller than that of spruce.
Yet, all things considered, it should be regarded as
a possible substitute in aircraft for spruce in spruce
sizes. It is now used for -ieneer and plywood.
Western hendock grows from northwestern Mon-
tana and northern Idaho to Alaska and aIong the
coast ranges and the Cascades to California. Under
favorable growth conditions the trees reach a height
of 200 feet and a diameter of 3 or 4 feet. Larger
trees are found, but those over 5 feet in diameter are
rum.
~ESTERN LARCH (bfi 0CCidt71taliS).
The average weight of western Iarch exceeds that of
spruce, and the wood is aIso higher in its strength
properties. The material horn the Iower portion of
the trees contains a gum crtlIedgalactan, which adds
greatly to the weight. Four to eight feet of the lower
portion of the tree is often discarded because of weight
and the prevalence of shakes. Western Iarch, like
some of the dense softwoods, exhibits a Iarge variation
in properties, and there is etidenoe of ootiderable
difference in materhd from difterent sites. AIthough
this larch is high in strength properties, it seems not
feasible to use the species for aircraft, in tiew of the
supply of more suitable woods.
JACK PI~ (Pinw banktina).
Jack pine is slightiy heavier than spruce, and is
especially lacking in stithss. The tree is relatively
small and does not appear to be a promising aircraft
material.
JEFFREYPINE (Pinus jqfreyi).
Jefiey pine is about the same w&”ht as spruce but
it is lacking in stiftness and shook resistance. It is not
an abundant species and shows no especial suitability
for aircraft.
LODGEPOLE PIIQZ (l%zw cmdorta).
Lodgepole pine is very similar @ weight to spruce
but is slightly lower in most of its properties and is
particularly lacking in shock resistance. OnIy about
20 per cent of the trees are kuge enough for saw timber
and the abundance of small knots makes it dMcuIt to
obtain much clear stock. Consequently it is not likely
that lodgepoIe pine will be used for aircraft.
~OBTHERN W=E P~E (~im.fs .stroha).
h’orthern white pine is somewhat lighter than spruce
and Iovmr in its strength properties, particularly in
hardness and shock resistance. It has an enviable
reputation as a wood that is uniform in properties,
stays in place welI, presents no manufacturing difE-
culties, seasons easily, and maybe glued satisfactorily.
Northern white pine is recommended for aircraft serv-
ice; although it couId perhaps be used in spruce sizes
better practice would probably be to redesign because
of the slightIy lower design vabs of strength. With
a little addit.ionaIcam in SeIection, however, it could
perhaps be used in spruce sizes.
The rmge of northern whit-e pine extends from
Canada into the Great Lakes States and the New Eng-
land States and south “in the Appalachians as far as
northern Georgia. The virgin timber is usualIy 3 feet
or more in diwneter and attains a height of 100 feet
or more. htensive logging has made heavy irwoadson
the virgin supply of this wood, however, and the white
pine bIister rust threatena its future growth. The
supply of suitable stock is not huge enough to develop
the use to tie extent that its ddrable propertiw
wouId otherwise permit. .
NORWAY PINE (Pinua resin.xa).
Norway pine is considerably heavier than spruce
and is higher in its strength propertk. The wood is
more resinous than that of the white pines and the
summer wood is more pronounced. Experiments show
that it can be IriIndried satisfactofiy. Although Nor-
way pine can be safely used in aircraft in spruce aims
at the expense of the additional weight that will then
result, its considerably higher properties indicate thqt
best resuhs would be obtained from special desigg.
Its range is from New Brunswick to Manitoba and
south to Minnesota and West Viia. The tree
reaches a height of 90 feet or more and a diameter of
abmt 3 feet.
SOUTHERN YELLOW l?rmzs.
LOBLOLLY P~E (%am taeda).
LONGLEAF P~E (~. @z@-is).
h~OUNTAIN PINE (P. pungens).
PD7CH PINE (P. ri@?a).
PONDPINEI (P. ri@h 8t3rO#i7UZ).
SAND PINE (P. C.kmm).
~HOETLE= PINE (P. echinata).
-H PDSE (P. czzriba).
The southern yellow pines, in gened, are =trOmely
resinous, with a pronounced summer wood that is very
dense. The southern yelIow pines as a whole are from
36 to 70 per cent heavier thlm spruce and are much
higher than spruce in strength; Table VI presents a
detaiIed comparison. Although they have exce~ent
properties, they are not so strong for their weight as
some of the other pines.
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Individual pieces of any of the southarn yellow pine
species exhibit a large range in density and properties.
Any material for aircraft wing beams from theaauthern
yellow pines is most likely to come from the Iighter
weight, slow-growth stock. However, even this lighter
weight material, such as that represented in the trade
by “Arkansas soft pine,” would have difficulty in
competing with the other..specias that are possible
substitutes.
The southern yellow pines grow in the Atlantic coast
and the Gulf coast regions from New Jersey to Texas,
and in the lower MississippiRiver drainage areu. They
attain a height of 50 to over 100 feet and a diameter
of 15 to 48 inches.
SUGARPINE (Pinm lambertiuna).
Sugar pine is lighter than spruce and is lower in
its strength properties, particularly shock resistance
and stitlness. It can be worked satisfactorily and
stays in place quite well, approaching to some extant
the desirable characteristics of northern whita pine.
Sugar pine is not so easy to season as spruce or white
pine. It htis a ‘relatively high moisture content when
green and consequently attempts h hastan seasoning
by high temperatures must be avoided. The strength
properties are too low to permit its use in aircraft in
spruce sizes, but the species does offer a possibility
for use through special design.
Sugar pine occ~ in the mountain regions of southern
Oregon and California. It is most abundant and
reaches its best development in the Sierras. The trees
attain large sizes, heights of 200 feet or more and
diameters of 6 feet beii common.
WESTERNWHITE PINm (Pinue moniicota).
Western white pine is about the same weight as
spruce, but is slightly lower in shock resistance and
much lower in hardnwa. Experiments at the Forest
Products Laboratory show that western white p“ine
can be kiln dried without damage b the strength
properties. It presents no particular manufacturing
dif%cuhies and stays in place quite satisfactorily.
This species could probably be substituted in aircraft
for spruce in spruce sizes but, as with northern whita
pine, better practice would be to redesign.
The range extends from southern British Cohnnbia
to weetern Montana and couth along the Caecadea and
Sierras to central California; the “region of greatest
importance is the Panhandle of Idaho and the adjacent
parts of Washington and Montana. Mature trees of
western white pine frequently reach heights of 100 to
MO feet and diameters of 5 feet or more.
WESTERNYELLOWPINE (Pinw pmderosa).
A1though western yelIow pine is dightly heavier
than spruce, it is also lower in its strength properties,
being particularly deficient in shock resistance and in
stifhss. The wood is more variable than that of the
white pines and in consequence visual methods of
se.kwtionare perhaps somewhat IW reliable than for
many of the other woods. Although it presents no
awious manufacturing difficulties, and can bc glued
satisfactorily, its variability and inclination tu l.mash-
ness make its use as a spruce substitute in aircraft very
queetionable unless the use is based on accoptnncc t.cste,
such as the taughness-test method,
Western yellow pine occurs frcm British Columbia
and the Black HilIa southward in tho Pacific and Rocky
Mountain region tc western Texas and hfexico. The
tiee attains a height of 100 to 300 feet and a diameter
of 6 feet, and occasionally more.
REDWOOD (fle~”a sempervirtm8).
Redwood is considerably heavier than spruce and
is about equaI to or exceeds spruce in ita strength
properties. Although redwood shrinks and swells but
little with change in moisture, it ia dficult to season,
particularly the material from the lower part of the
tree. Redwood is somewhat more variable than many
of the other species. The depth of the sapwood is
relatively small. The heartwood contains compound8
soluble iu odd water, which are eallod extractives, and
which may add as much as 12 or 16 per cent to the
weight but do not increase all the strength properties
as a like amount of wood substance would increase
them. This deficiency is particularly .apparent in
shock resistance. Redwood, in an unseasoned con-
dition, exhibits strength properties (except shock
resistance) that are generaI1yhigh for ita weight, but
1- increase in strength results from seasoning than
is normal for most woods. The heartwood is vary
deoay resistant. Because of variability, drying diill-
cultk, and the likelihood of obtaining brash maimialt
it appears that redwood is not a desirable spruce
substitute in aircraft.
The range of redwood is very limited, being con-
fined principally to Humboldt, Mendocino, and Del
Norte Counties of California, Average mature trees
are from 200 to 300 feet in height and from 8 to 12 feet
in diameter. Much larger trees are nob uncommon.
BLACKSPRUCM(Pi.ceamarimyz).
B1ack spruce is slightly heavier than Sitka spruce,
but @ similar in strength. The trees attain a height
of 40 to 80 feet and a diameter of 1 to 2 feet. The
supply is not large and, since the quantity of clear stock
in suitable sizes is small, the species is nob of enough
importance commercially to warrant oonaideration
for airoraft use.
EN~ELMANNSPRUCE(Picea cngelmannii).
Engelmann spruce, as found in the Rocky Mountain
region of the United States, is much lighter than Sitka
spruce and is very decidedly lower in its eevmd
strength properties. This material, if considered at
all for airoraft, would necessitate redesign, which would
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involve beam sizes considerably hwger than those
required for Sitka spruce. There is evidence, however,
that Engehmmn spruce is one of the species that show
a di&erence in properties for different parts of their
ranges. ldaterid from the more favorable sites in
British Columbia appears to be much denser and higher
in strength than that from the Iovrer Rocky Xfountain
region, and appears to be very similar to Sitlia spruce
in these properties. A the necessity for substitutes
for Sitka spruce in aircraft develops, special considera-
tion can well be given Engelnmnn spruce from the
more favorable part of its ~~e and studies should
be made to appraise its suitability more definitely.
The range is from ~ulson and British Columbia to
sauthern Oregon and through the Rocky hlountains
into New Mexico and Arizona. The tree is usually
from 60 to 100 feet in height, although at high altitud~
it may resemble a mere shrub. The diameter ranges
up to about 36 inches but in most cases it is much Iws.
RED SPRGCE(Picea rubra).
SITKA SPRUCE (P. ~“tchenais).
TRITE SPRUCE (P. glauca),
Although ‘these three spruces are simihr in their
properties and may be used interchangeably for air-
craft parts, Sitka spruce, because of its Iarge sizel
avaiIabiIity, and proportion of clear stock in suitable
sizes, is far more important than red or white and is
the chief source of supply.
Red, Sitka, and white spruce possess excellent
strength properties, with a high ratio of strength to
weight. They are relatively easy to season, can be
glued with fadity, and present no manufacturing dMi-
cuIties. As a re@t they serve very satisfactorily for
the higldy stressed parts of aircraft frames and find
extensive use in wing beams. They are considered
the standard of comparison for suitability.
Red spruce is found in eastern Canada and the east-
ern United Statea from hTevrBrunswick as far south as
North CaroIina. It reaches a height of 70 to 100 feet
and a diameter of 2 to 3 feet.
Sitka spruce occurs in a strip rdong the Pacitic
coast from northern California to Ah&a and usually is
not found more than 40 miles inland. The trees are
urdinardy from 80 to 125 feet in height and 3 to 6 feet
in diameter. Larger trees, which are not uncommon,
reach a height of 180 feet and a diameter of 12 feet.
White spruce grows from Alaska to Quebec and
southward to Montana and West Via. The
hwgest trees are 100 feet in height and 3 feet in diam-
eter, but most white spruce trees are smaller.
TAMARACK(Lmix ktitina).
Tamarack is much heavier than spruce, and is
higher in strength. This species would probably fur-
41030-31~
nish little clear material and need not be considered for
aircraft use.
CONCLUSIONS
The chief merits of wood for aircraft construction
are a I@h ratio of strength to might; an inherent
lightness in might, which for a givcm depth of member
permits considerable width to afford lateral stability
against buckling; the ease with which it can be manu-
factured and assembkd, and for the same reason,
the ease with which it may “be repaired without
speciaI equipment; its relative cheapnws; the adapta-
bility to both Iarge-scale and smakxde production;
the ease with which it may be glued and spIiced; and
the adaptability to close design, with which is included
perfect freedom in the determination of sizes of parts,
without the handicap of manufacturing clifhdties or
standardized sizes.
The studies at the Forest Products Laboratory of
standard shapes, effect of form on strength and stifhess,
stability of thin, outstanding flanges+ factors affecti~~
strength, properties of different species, and methods of
edection have yieIded extensive and rather compIete
information covering the use of wood in aircraft.
The detaiIed knowledge of these factors has placed air-
plane design with wood on an excellent basis of
reliability.
Although relatively few species are now used in
aircraft production, there are in addition a very consid-
erable number from which further choice may be
made. In generrd, such additional species fall into
three classess: (1) Species that have properties and
characteristics similar to woods now used and that
may be substituted directly for them (such direct sub-
stitution may involve, in some cases, an increase in
the minimum specific gravity limitation over that
given in Table I); (2) species that maybe considered
on the basis of special design; (3) species that seem
suitable from the standpoint of strength, but on which
additional information relating to selection and manu-
facture are desired. Chief among the species that may
be considered along with red, Sitka, and white spruce
for highly stressed parts, such as wing beams, are
Alaska cedar, Port Orford cedar, southern cypress,
Douglas h, noble fi, western hemlock, northern
white pine, Norway pine, sugar pine, western white
pine, yellow popkr, and Engehmmn spruce.
FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY,
FOREST SERVICE, UNITED STATES
DEPARTIJENT OF AGRICULTURE,
hhmso~, ‘iVrs., April 1, 1930.
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